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Abstract: This study investigated the microstructure, hardness, tensile and tribological behaviour of a 
cooling slope Al–Si–Mg alloy following ECAP and T6 heat treatment. The optical and scanning 
electron microscopes were applied to investigate the microstructure of the as-cast material and heat-
treated ECAPed Al–Si–Mg alloy. The dry sliding wear test was tested with three different loads   
of 10 N, 50 N, and 100 N with constant sliding speed and sliding distance at 1.0 m/s and 9000 m, 
respectively, using the pin-on-disc tribometer. The hardness and tensile properties were evaluated 
through microhardness, UTS, and YS measurement for the as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy, both heat-treated 
with and without ECAPed alloys. Moreover, wear rate and COF in the Al–Si–Mg alloy with different 
loads were analysed and linked with microstructural and strength behaviour after the ECAP process. 
Meanwhile, these analyses of results were correlated with the behaviour of the as-cast Al–Si–Mg 
aluminium alloy and heat-treated non-ECAPed alloy. Results demonstrated that a combination of 
ECAP processing and T6 heat treatment improves the mechanical behaviour, while the COF and wear 
rate are improved at a load of 100 N.  

Keywords: aluminium alloys; equal channel angular pressing; microstructure; mechanical properties; 
dry sliding wear; worn surface 
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1. Introduction  

Aluminium alloys have been used extensively in a variety of applications, i.e., aerospace, marine, 
and automotive industries, because of their outstanding specific properties, exceptional toughness, 
endurance performance, castability and resistance to corrosion [1–3]. Nowadays, attention towards 
strengthening the characteristics of Al–Si aluminium alloy has expanded significantly. Al–Si 
aluminium alloy has great casting capabilities, corrosion resistance, and an excellent strength-to-mass 
ratio, particularly when applied correctly [4]. These characteristics make Al–Si alloys excellent for 
application in the automotive and aerospace industries [5]. The key variables leading to these features 
of Al–Si alloy are the rich α-Al phase and eutectic silicon element particles. Nevertheless, the shape of 
needle-like Si particle plates diminishes the mechanical characteristics, specifically, the ductility of the 
alloy [6]. Furthermore, it indicates that the wear qualities of Al–Si alloys produced by traditional 
casting degenerate to ferrous materials. Casting defects such as porous products and inclusions are 
common in conventional Al–Si alloys, which can impair the mechanical qualities of materials [7]. For 
that reason, the alteration of these silicon and eutectic structural systems can substantially improve the 
mechanical and physical properties of the alloy. It is necessary to make some modifications to alloys 
to overcome the shortcomings in conventional casting. Recent research has shown that a reduction in 
the size of the Si particles improves the strengthening properties as well as their resistance to wear [8,9].  

Various fabrication procedures are currently employed to create appropriate slugs with      
non-dendritic microstructure, which is critical for semi-solid metal (SSM) processing. It includes 
mechanical stirring, strain-induced melt activation (SIMA), spray casting, grain refinement and 
cooling slope method, recrystallization and partial melting (RAP) [10]. SSM processing has been the 
focus of substantial studies since its introduction in the early 1970s [11]. Compared to other SSM 
approaches, the cooling slope method offers simplicity with minimal equipment and operating costs [7]. 
The cooling slope method creates a non-dendritic structure by pouring molten metal into a mould with 
moderate heat through an inclined cooling plate [12,13]. Although cast Al–Si alloys are commonly 
used for SSM processing, their mechanical behaviour may be insufficient when specific requirements 
in strength, fatigue and wear are required for particular purposes in the automotive and aerospace 
industries. Therefore, with the growing field and application scale development, the method to further 
enhance the properties of alloys and the potential to expand the application fully is an unending 
scientific question faced in the study of metal structural materials.  

In the last 10 years, Al–Si alloys with fine grain sizes have been developed through research on 
severe plastic deformation processes (SPD) and the potential to produce Al–Si alloys with the required 
strength [14]. Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a beneficial SPD processing technique for 
attaining metals with significant metallurgical alteration and high dislocation density. ECAP produces 
a product with a high degree of homogeneity and a uniform fine-grained structure evenly dispersed in 
the finished product [15,16]. In contrast to existing SPD strengthening techniques, the ECAP process 
can tightly control the deformation mechanism and the number of deformations and generate a sheet 
structure with one layer without fracturing the material [17]. It creates true layer strain and refines the 
grain to less than 1 µm of grain size, while the specimens are deformed without any geometry 
adjustment. Various researchers have attempted the ECAP processing on Al–Si alloys in many 
instances throughout the prior few years and obtained initial achievements in enhancing their strengths, 
elasticity, and fracture toughness [18–21]. These studies revealed that ECAPed alloys have superior 
mechanical properties compared to coarse-grained base alloys. For example, Jiang et al. [22] studied 
the effect of the deformation ECAP process on annealed Al–Mg–Mn–Sc–Zr alloy. It was discovered 
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that a single ECAP pass causes an extremely high shearing strain concentration, and the hardness was 
increased compared with non-ECAP processing due to high dislocation density and high 
recrystallization fraction after ECAP processing. In addition, Harničárová et al. [23] revealed that the 
grain size of AlMgSi0.5 was refined and decreased from 28.9 µm in the as-received AlMgSi0.5 alloy 
to 4.63 µm after the fourth ECAP passes, which led to an increase in strength from 210 MPa     
to 304 MPa.  

There is limited finding made on the wear and friction behaviour of aluminium alloys. 
Investigations into the significance of the ECAP technique on the tribological characteristics of 
aluminium alloy have revealed a distinct impact on wear behaviour [24–26]. El Aal [27] investigated 
the rate of wear for ECAP-processed Al6061 alloys and reported that mass loss and the increase in the 
number of passes decreased the friction coefficient of Al6061 alloys. An increase in hardness after 
ECAP processing remarkably impacts the wear mechanism and its alteration. Pérez et al. [28] also 
reported that the volume loss of AA5083 after the dry sliding wear test was significantly reduced, and 
wear resistance was enhanced after two ECAP passes. An increase in the number of ECAP passes 
enhances the wear resistance due to increment in microhardness and grain refinement. Moreover, 
treatment processes based on solutioning and ageing are crucial to obtaining the optimal mechanical 
behaviour in alloys [29]. As a result, many researchers have been intrigued by the utilization of SPD 
on aluminium alloys, particularly on precipitation hardening (heat treatment) [16,30–32]. It is 
commonly recognized that the temperature and duration of a heat treatment significantly influence 
modification in the characteristics and microstructure of a material according to its potential 
purposes [33]. Snopiński et al. [34] reported that the density of AlSi10Mg was increased by 
about 5.16%. The microhardness value for as-built AlSi10Mg was the highest with 135 HV, however, 
it decreased to 101 HV after the heat treatment process due to poor hardness inhomogeneity. Multiple 
dislocations were induced in the material during the ECAP pass, resulting in a slight increase in 
microhardness to 133 HV after heat treatment and two ECAP passes.  

Despite recent research have demonstrated that refinement of aluminium alloys microstructure 
through the ECAP process results in improvement in the mechanical characteristics of the 
materials [14,15,18,35,36], there is a lack of research investigating the mechanical and tribological 
characteristics of cooling slope heat-treated ECAPed Al–Si alloy. Thus, the present study aimed to 
evaluate the significance and influence of ECAP processes on the hardness and tensile properties, as 
well as the wear behaviour of T6 heat-treated Al–Si–Mg alloy. In addition, microstructural alteration 
after ECAP leading to change in mechanical and wear properties was also examined. The results were 
compared with those without ECAP processes and as-cast material. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Specimen preparation using cooling slope casting 

Commercial Al–Si–Mg alloy with chemical composition, as shown in Table 1, was employed in 
this investigation. The spherical microstructure was obtained through the application of the cooling 
slope approach, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Table 1. Chemical composition of studied Al–Si–Mg aluminium alloy in wt.%. 

Si Mg Fe Cu Mn Zn Ni Pb Sn Ti Cr Ca Al 

7.56 0.22 0.46 0.05 0.19 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 Remainer 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of cooling slope casting apparatus used. 

 

Figure 2. Liquid fraction versus temperature of Al–Si–Mg alloy. 

The commercial ingot was heated in a graphite crucible until it melted at 700 ℃, and the molten 
state was maintained for 5 min to ensure that the alloy had completely melted. The molten temperature 
was reduced to the required pouring temperature of 625 ℃ and the molten was poured onto the cooling 
slope plate. The plate of the cooling slope was adjusted to a length of 300 mm at a 60° inclination angle 
with a circulation of coolant water at the bottom of the plate to enhance the nucleation rate of the α-Al 
solid phase. The boron nitride (BN) was applied to coat the surface of the cooling slope to prevent 
adhesion between molten metal and the surface of the plate. Next, molten metal was poured into a 
cylindrical mild steel mould preheated at 150 ℃ to form 120 mm in height and 25 mm in diameter 
feedstock and cooled to room temperature. The melting temperatures for pouring were chosen to 
minimize the melt superheat based on differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analytical as-cast data, 
as shown in Figure 2. A few feedstock samples were formed by pouring the molten Al–Si–Mg alloy 
at 700 ℃ without using the cooling slope method in the preheated mould to compare the influence of 
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equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) with conventional casting. 

2.2. ECAP processing 

The feedstocks of the as-cast alloy and cooling slope cast Al–Si–Mg alloy were machined into a 
cylindrical billet with a length of 80 mm and a diameter of 15 mm. The billets were subjected to 
annealing at 540 ℃ for 8 h in a Nabertherm Controller B180 furnace and left until it cooled down at 
room temperature. All the annealed billets were subjected to ECAP processing up to two passes using 
route A without involving any rotation. The ECAP processing was performed with 0.1 mm/s pressing 
velocities at room temperature. Molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) lubricant was applied to decrease the 
resistance between the die and billets to improve the surface finishing of the samples and reduce the 
ECAP load. A die with a channel angle of 120° with a circular cross-section and a curvature angle 
of 30° was employed. In this study, the friction factor was disregarded due to the use of the lubricant. 
The ECAPed billet samples (as-cast and cooling slope) were subjected to the T6 heat treatment, where 
solution treatment was maintained at 540 °C for 8 h, quenched by room temperature water, and aged 
at 155 ℃ for 3 h. 

2.3. Microstructure characterization 

All ECAPed samples were cut from the billets for microstructure evaluation. All samples were 
ground with grinding silicon carbide abrasive paper (grit 240–1200 fine), followed by polishing   
with 3 µm and 1 µm of diamond pastes, respectively. These samples were etched with Keller’s reagent 
solution (95 mL of distilled water, 2.5 mL of nitric acid, 1.5 mL of hydrochloric acid and 1 mL of 
hydrofluoric acid) for 7 s. The microstructure of heat-treated ECAPed samples for conventional    
as-cast and the cooling slope was evaluated by an optical microscope (Olympus optical microscope). 
Characterization of various phases of polished and etched samples was carried out using Carl Zeiss 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). 

2.4. Mechanical testing 

The heat-treated ECAPed samples for as-cast and cooling slopes were subjected to microhardness 
and tensile tests. The microhardness test was carried out using Mitutoyo micro Vickers tester under a 
load of 1000 gf with an indentation time of 5 s. Each sample was measured at least 10 times. All 
samples for the microhardness test were ground with silicon carbide abrasive paper and polished to 
avoid inaccurate hardness values. The tensile specimens were cut parallel to the pressing direction and 
machined according to the ASTM E8 standard (diameter of 2.5 mm and a gauge length of 10 mm). 
The tensile test was performed using the Instron Universal Testing Machine (UTM). The test was 
conducted at a displacement rate of 1 mm/min and a load of 100 kN and was repeated three times to 
obtain the average strength value. 

2.5. Dry sliding test 

The as-cast and cooling slope samples of ECAPed were subjected to dry sliding wear testing with 
a DUCOM pin-on-disc type wear test machine, and the M2 tool steel disc (62 HRC with less   
than 0.3 µm of surface roughness) was used as counterface material. Dry sliding wear tests were 
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conducted using the applied load of 10 N, 50 N, and 100 N at room temperature, with a constant sliding 
distance of 9000 m and a constant sliding speed of 1.0 m/s. The surface of pin specimens for wear tests 
was ground using grinding papers (400, 600, 800 and 1200) and polished 3 µm and 1 µm diamond 
paste to obtain less than 0.2 µm surface roughness since the wear is influenced by surface roughness 
and flatness. All the specimen pins of the dry sliding wear test were cleaned with acetone in an 
ultrasonic cleaning machine and weighed before testing. Each loading was repeated three times. The 
difference in weight before and after the wear test was used to measure density using volumetric wear 
loss based on Archimedes’ principle. Meanwhile, the coefficient of friction was recorded during the 
wear test, and the data were retrieved from a system to obtain the coefficient of friction through 
calculation. The wear mechanism was identified by observing the worn surfaces under a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Microstructure analysis 

Figure 3a shows the optical microscope images of the as-cast Al–Si–Mg, while Figures 3b,c,d,e 
shows the microstructure after T6 heat treatment for as-cast Al–Si–Mg, cooling slope as-cast, cooling 
slope as-cast with one ECAP pass, and cooling slope as-cast with two ECAP passes, respectively. The 
microstructure of the as-cast Al–Si–Mg (Figure 3a) exhibits needle-like shaped eutectic silicon and 
transitions to refinement after ECAP with two passes (Figure 3e). The T6 heat treatment allows the 
dispersion of fine silicon particles and intermetallic compounds homogeneously. Furthermore, it was 
obvious that there was a significant difference in the microstructure of the cooling slope heat-treated 
ECAP deformation process alloy following the T6 heat treatment. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the 
magnification image along with the identification elemental by X-ray spectrum (EDX) of one of the 
second phase particles for cooling slope heat-treated ECAPed sample alloy. It was discovered that after 
two ECAP passes process, the silicon particles were intensified within the globular α-Al while the 
other elementary particles, including copper, magnesium and iron, were homogeneously dispersed in 
all ECAPed alloys as identified in EDX in Figure 5. The ECAP deformation process increases the 
precipitation kinetics by providing a nucleation site to induce a dislocation [36]. The morphology of 
eutectic silicon particles after two ECAP passes was more spheroidal (Figure 5) than the one in Figure 4. 
The EDX analysis shows the existence of a few elements such as silicon (Si), copper (Cu), magnesium 
(Mg) and iron (Fe) elements clearly at the grain boundaries in the aluminium (Al) matrix, as shown in 
SEM and EDX patterns. The bright contrast phases identified by EDX in Figure 4 and Figure 5 marked 
at point B, respectively, are composed of aluminium, copper, magnesium, silicon and iron, which is 
recommended as the needle-like intermetallic phase.  
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Figure 3. Optical illustration of (a) as-cast Al–Si–Mg, T6 heat treatment of (b) as-cast Al–
Si–Mg, (c) cooling slope as-cast Al–Si–Mg, (d) cooling slope as-cast Al–Si–Mg with one 
ECAP pass, and (e) cooling slope as-cast Al–Si–Mg with two ECAP passes. 
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Figure 4. Microstructure of cooling slope heat-treated with one ECAP pass condition, (a) 
general aspect of microstructure by SEM, and (b) EDX spectrum of phase particles in the 
microstructure. 

 

Figure 5. Microstructure of cooling slope heat-treated with two ECAP passes conditions, 
(a) general aspect of microstructure by SEM, and (b) EDX spectrum of phase particles in 
the microstructure. 
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3.2. Hardness and tensile properties 

Hardness and tensile properties of cooling slope as-cast and cooling slope with ECAPed treated 
with T6 heat treatment are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. Figure 6 shows that the 
hardness of the alloy with two ECAP passes treated with T6 heat treatment is greater than that of the 
heat-treated as-cast alloy and heat-treated alloy with one ECAP pass. Figure 7 illustrates that the tensile 
strength of heat-treated ECAPed alloy is also enhanced with the increase of ECAP pass number 
compared to the heat-treated non-ECAPed alloy. The enhanced hardness of the heat-treated ECAPed 
alloy is due to the decrease in the grain size of the α-Al primary phase, as well as the homogeneous 
distribution of the intermetallic phase and the reduction of microporosity obtained in the sample as the 
number of ECAPed passes increases. The T6 heat treatment process allows some of the alloying 
elements to melt back into the α-Al phase matrix at high temperature and solid solution strengthening. 
In addition, the ageing process allows the shallow α-Al solvus curve to create a greater quantity of 
precipitating phases and provide alloying components with lower solids to dissolve in aluminium at a 
certain ageing temperature [37]. This is due to the presence of intermetallic phases, which create a 
restriction to dislocation movement and demonstrate a higher resistance to deformation. In addition, 
the transition effects of heat-treated ECAP and non-ECAP on elongation are shown in Figure 7, which 
reports the reduction in elongation of heat-treated alloys with two passes of ECAP and one pass of 
ECAP by 50.16% and 30.65% compared to as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy, respectively. The improvement in 
tensile elongation before fracture is associated with the alteration in the shape of eutectic silicon 
particles in the Al–Si–Mg alloy and grain refinement. However, the tensile elongation of heat-treated 
non-ECAPed alloys is higher compared to as-cast Al–Si–Mg. This behaviour may be attributed to the 
decrease in dislocation density after the T6 heat treatment process, which generates another space zone 
for the fourth deformation and deferred fracture and necking. The presence of pores in the materials 
during cooling slope without deformation facilitates the growth of microcracks and decreases the 
effectiveness of the material, which also results in the increment in the elongation of non-ECAPed 
alloys. Thus, an increase in both hardness and tensile, as well as the reduction in elongation by ECAP 
and heat treatment process as a response to the re-distribution of precipitates, can be attributed to high 
dislocation density and grain refinement of microstructure [14]. Heat-treated ECAPed Al–Si–Mg 
alloys have minimal porosity due to deformation, and it was discovered that the small and fined 
spherical α-Al phase increases the mechanical and strength behaviour of the aluminium alloy [11,38]. 
Therefore, the improvement in mechanical characteristics reported in heat-treated ECAPed Al–Si–Mg 
alloy is primarily due to the phase transition and combination impact of the particular structure 
adjustments in the size and shape of silicon. The intermetallic particles were also identified as a result 
of work-hardening during the ECAP process, which reduced the porosity level and grain diameter of 
the α-Al primary grain compared to the Al–Si–Mg alloy without ECAP. 
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Figure 6. The hardness properties of heat-treated ECAPed Al–Si–Mg alloy and non-
ECAPed Al–Si–Mg alloy. The ECAP process accelerates the precipitation kinetics and 
increases hardness due to induced strain. 

 

Figure 7. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield strength (YS), and elongation of as-cast 
Al–Si–Mg alloy, heat-treated as-cast Al–Si–Mg, cooling slope heat-treated non-ECAPed 
alloys and cooling slope heat-treated ECAPed alloys, respectively. 

3.3. Wear analysis 

The influence of ECAP and T6 heat treatment on the samples worn through a dry sliding wear 
test with three different applied loads of 10 N, 50 N, and 100 N, a constant sliding distance of 9000 m 
and a constant 1.0 m/s sliding speed, is shown in Figure 8. The figure demonstrates the slightly lower 
wear rate of the cast formed by cooling slope and heat treatment with two ECAP passes than that of 
other cast alloy formed via cooling slopes heat treatment only. At a normal load of 10 N, the wear rate 
of the as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy was 6.99 × 10−5 mm3/N.m and 5.52 × 10−5 mm3/N.m for Al–Si–Mg 
formed by cooling slope and heat treatment, which is distinct with 3.87 × 10−5 mm3/N.m             
and 3.36 × 10−5 mm3/N.m for alloys formed by cooling slope and heat treatment with one and two 
ECAP passes, respectively. The rate of wear decreased with an increase in normal load for both non-
ECAPed and ECAPed alloys. However, the wear rate was increased for heat-treated as-cast and alloy 
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from cooling slope at a load of 50 N compared to heat-treated ECAPed alloy, which can be described 
using microstructural characteristics as shown in Figures 3b,c,e. Such differences are due to the 
feasibility of microstructural characteristics such as shape, size, dispersion of strong intermetallic 
phases and dispersion particles of Si in the T6 heat treatment process that have a significant impact on 
dry sliding wear achievement [11,39,40]. This could be attributed to the affiliation of cooling slope 
casting and T6 heat treatment without ECAP processing, which results in a significantly less uniform 
dispersion of silicon particles. In addition, the ECAP technique has been claimed to improve wear 
resistance with enhanced hardness for various alloys in recent years [14,17,24]. According to  
Alhawari et al. [12] and Thuong et al. [11], higher loads promote strain hardening of contact materials. 
The increase in load leads to an increase in frictional force, which increases deformation and impedes 
the movement of dislocations, resulting in strain hardening of the material. As a result, the abrasion 
resistance increases, which eventually leads to an improvement in wear resistance. In addition, a larger 
surface area in contact with the surface of the disc counter promotes asperities. Thus, this gripping 
action contributes to a slower wear rate of the samples when heavier loads are applied. The relation 
between the coefficient of friction and the applied load of 10 N, 50 N, and 100 N at a sliding distance 
of 9000 m and 1.0 m/s sliding speed for both alloys formed by cooling slope and heat treatment with 
and without ECAP are illustrated in Figure 9. The average coefficient of friction for all samples 
decreased with the increasing load, of which the value for alloy formed by cooling slope and heat 
treatment with two ECAP passes is lower than that of other samples. Mechanical qualities such as 
hardness and shear strength influence the wear rate and coefficient of friction. The decrease in friction 
coefficient as the hardness increases is due to the grain refining. In addition, T6 heat treatment has also 
increased the microhardness of the Al–Si–Mg alloy, resulting in increased strength and decreased 
average friction coefficient of ECAPed Al–Si–Mg alloy compared to that of as-cast and non-ECAPed 
alloy.  

 

Figure 8. The variations of wear rate versus normal load for as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy, heat-
treated as-cast Al–Si–Mg, cooling slope untreated ECAPed alloys and cooling slope heat-
treated ECAPed alloys.  
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Figure 9. The variations in the coefficient of friction versus normal load for as-cast Al–Si–
Mg alloy, heat-treated as-cast Al–Si–Mg, cooling slope untreated ECAPed alloys and 
cooling slope heat-treated ECAPed alloys. 

Illustrations of wear mechanisms of the samples produced by cooling slope and heat treatment 
with and without ECAP processing, i.e., the wear mechanism under SEM, are shown in Figure 10. The 
worn surface of non-ECAPed is characterized by wide and deep grooves with small craters subjected 
to the high stress of 100 N. The figure demonstrates that the worn surface of the as-cast Al–Si–Mg 
alloy and the heat-treated non-ECAPed alloy are more ravaged than of ECAP-T6 samples. On the 
contrary, the ECAPed alloy exhibits less grooves and shallow craters under the same conditions. Based 
on SEM images, the depth and breadth of the continual grooves in heat-treated as-cast samples 
(Figure 10b) are greater than that of heat-treated ECAPed samples (Figures 10d,e). Hard particles 
create deep grooves on the worn surfaces, which scrape the exterior surfaces of the specimen on its 
entrapment. The shear activity on Al creates deformation particles, and as a result, strong particles are 
derived from the separation of the second phase from the shear activity. This also demonstrates that 
craters generated on the worn track as a result of a high-stress abrasion on the coarsely equiaxed or 
flake-like shape, such as the needle-like intermetallic or element phase, have a negative impact on the 
wear resistance [7]. Thus, particles are weakly attached to the matrix, and the interfaces between the 
phase and the matrix are susceptible to microcracking. The worn surfaces of heat-treated alloy with 
two passes of ECAP at a high load of 100 N demonstrated a highly smooth and adherent marking, 
suggesting sample flow. Due to the applied load, considerable plastic deformation where the 
dislocation of motion is allowed to slip on the outer surface layer of the material induces heating of 
the worn surface, creating ductility in the alloy. As a result, adhesive wear develops in the heat-treated 
sample with two passes of ECAP. Therefore, it can be concluded that abrasive, and delamination wears 
are the main wear mechanism for the as-cast Al–Si–Mg and heat-treated as-cast without ECAP, while 
adhesive wear is the main wear mechanism for heat-treated after ECAP with two passes. 
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Figure 10. SEM images of the worn surface at 100 N applied load for (a) as-cast Al–Si–
Mg, (b) as-cast heat-treated Al–Si–Mg, (c) cooling slope heat-treated Al–Si–Mg, cooling 
slope heat-treated for (d) one of ECAP pass and (e) two ECAP passes, respectively. 

4. Conclusions 

The equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) processing and T6 heat treatment were applied to the 
as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy to improve its microstructure, mechanical properties and wear behaviors. The 
main findings and conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows: 

1. As-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy was successfully processed by T6 heat treatment and ECAP up to 
two passes following route A at room temperature. 

2. ECAP processing assists the disintegration of needle-shaped silicon particles into a more 
uniform distribution than non-ECAPed alloys. In addition, the primary α-Al phase was refined after 
two passes of ECAP. 

3. T6 heat treatment greatly influences the spheroidal of eutectic silicon particles for ECAPed 
Al–Si–Mg alloys compared to as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy. 

4. Two ECAP passes with T6 heat treatment significantly increased the hardness at 89.7 HV 
compared to the as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy at 44.6 HV, while the tensile strength improved at 120.48 MPa 
compared to the as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy at 30.98 MPa. The enhancement in the strength of both alloys 
is attributable to the highly uniform distribution and refinement of primary α-Al phase and Si particles 
in the cooling slope heat-treated ECAPed alloy.  
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5. The wear rate and the friction coefficient of heat-treated Al–Si–Mg alloy with ECAP 
processing were found lower than that of as-cast Al–Si–Mg alloy at the load of 10 N, 50 N and 100 N. 
The finding suggests that the enhancement in hardness and tensile strength, uniform distribution and 
finer grain of Si particles, and intermetallic phases are responsible for the increase in wear resistance. 
As the real contact surface increases, the increased gripping action between the pin and disc counter 
surfaces causes the wear rate to decrease when the normal load increases.  

6. The wear mechanism shifted from abrasive and delamination wear for as-cast Al–Si–Mg and 
heat-treated as-cast without ECAP samples into adhesive wear for heat-treated alloys with two passes 
of ECAP. 
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